
VH Minutes, 11-Jan-22

Whixley Village Hall Management Committee Meeting

7:30pm. Tuesday 11 January 2022

At Whixley Village Hall

Minutes

Attendees: I McNeill, D Fraser, M Turner, J Watkins-Wright, C Sharpe

L Farnworth, C Roberts (by video link)

Apologies: G Lloyd, K Tolan, V Bedford

Actioned individuals are shown in bold.

Minutes of previous committee meeting
The minutes of the previous meeting in November 2021 were accepted as a true record and

IM was actioned to post them to the website.

Matters Arising
Scaffold.  MT has investigated and found a suitable unit for around £500.  A more
substantial unit would be up to £1,000.  R Fathers has a scaffold that he is willing to lend to
us.  It was decided to borrow the unit once to determine suitability and then decide what to
purchase. MT to test.

Planters. JWW has sourced suitable planters in wood. She suggested 2 colours but it
decided to wait to decide on colour until the hall decoration colour has been chosen.  The
planters are £150 each. JWW and DF were actioned to assess size, maintenance issues etc
and procure when they were satisfied.

Remote heating control.  MT has ordered a test unit which should arrive in 10-15 days.
MT and IM to test the unit on the hot water system once it has arrived. MT ro provide IM with
login details to the unit application.

PAT testing.  MT reported that as part of the Asset Register process he has had his PAT
tester recalibrated.

All other action items from the last minutes were handled as agenda items.

Chairman’s and Treasurer’s Report
As KT was unable to attend the meeting, IM gave a combined report.

● All of the events which were scheduled in the run up to Christmas were run
successfully with no problems.  Thanks to everyone involved for giving their time.

● Hall bookings remain strong with all regular clients carrying on with their scheduled
bookings, except ERT who have moved out of the village.
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● Online ticket sales for all events has worked fairly seamlessly and has become the
norm for events in the village.

● The newsletter was published early in December - before Christmas rather than the
end of the month.

● There will be no film club in January.

● The upstairs storage room/office is available for rent should anyone know of a
suitable potential client.

● The Quiz Night and Heritage Boys events both made a profit of approximately £500
for the hall after all expenses. IM displayed analyses of the events as prepared by
KT.

● KT is now the primary contact for financial matters and hall bookings, these being
almost inseparable roles.

● KT has prepared the annual PRS/PPL return which will result in an invoice for
approximately £300 to be paid this month.

● The cash balance of the hall across Bank, Paypal and Cash stands at £38,333.
Outstanding invoices account for £397, and outstanding creditors, mainly bills yet to
be submitted by MT, are approximately £600.  IM said that purchases ought to be
made using the hall’s debit card to save individual expense claims.  DF to provide MT
with the relevant details.

Secretary’s Report
CS gave an update on the progress of transitioning to CIO status.  All trustees are required
to sign a form which she will circulate (those present signed at the meeting) as the last item
before the completed application is submitted.  It is anticipated that approval will take 2-3
months and will therefore arrive after the hall’s financial year end.

CS to submit the application and inform the committee of any actions that need to be taken
prior to, or after, approval is granted.

When approval is given it will take a while to get everything transferred to the new entity.  It
will probably need a new bank account, possibly with a different bank, as others have
reported difficulty opening a separate account at the same bank.

When the transfer is complete our reporting year will run from the date of new incorporation
for one year.  A report on the old entity will have to be done in January 2023 which will
effectively be a report on partial year.

One of the requirements of the new CIO status will be an assurance by the trustees that
income-generating events in the hall are for the benefit of the community and not private
parties. It is currently the case that over 90% of hall activities are open to all in the
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community and less than 10% are private functions where the hall is just being hired by a
private individual or company.  A review of this ratio will be conducted annually.

Licensing. All the necessary paperwork has been done and the fee has been paid.
Currently awaiting confirmation of the appointment. CS to chase ASAP.

Facilities Manager Report
Asset List.  Not moved forward much, but key items are nearly complete.  To be completed
before the year-end if possible, but in any event before the transfer to CIO status. MT/DF

Exterior Decoration. The exterior decorator is booked for the Spring, an exact start date to
be advised. DF

Hall Coloured Lights. Coloured, dimmable LEDs are not available. Coloured covers to
white dimmable LEDs is a possible solution but IM pointed out that the installation is
somewhat “clunky” and certainly not modern, and in general lets the hall down even if the
bulbs were suitably replaced.  MT has procured some potential replacement lights on a trial
basis. It was agreed that whatever we eventually go with it should be dimmable, coloured
and provide enough light when turned up to light the hall softly as the current lights do.
JWW/MT/DF to select and recommend a course of action.

Snagging. 7 minor snags have been reported. IM to circulate the url for the snagging form
on the WhatsApp group.  All were advised to open the form and bookmark the page for ease
of access whenever something is noticed. (https://forms.gle/jun3r5AMmfkXvRXCA).

Isolation Switches. MT is awaiting feedback from Peter Roth who has been asked to give a
professional opinion. MT to pursue.

Key Safes. All the codes were changed on January 4. It was agreed that a register of who
has keys and who has the key codes should be maintained.  CR pointed out that such a
register existed and it will be updated to satisfy both requirements. IM/DF (Note: the form
has been updated with a separate tab and a start made on identifying both types of access)

Microwave. MT reported that the microwave oven in the kitchen needs to be moved to a
lower location as it’s hard for some of the ladies to reach. MT/DF to consider swapping it
onto the counter and storing the boards in the old slot.

Warming Cabinet. There is a problem with the cable to the warming cabinet. MT to find a
solution.

Fire Extinguishers.  The inspection is overdue owing to a mismatch of dates. DF to arrange
ASAP.
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Events
Panto. Almost all ticket sales for the panto have been done online.  Only 10 tickets have
been sold through the shop. The Saturday performances are almost sold out, but there is
plenty of space on Thursday and Friday.  The table below is the current status.

Performance Adults Kids Total

Thursday 14 0 14

Friday 19 5 24

Sat Matinee 45 43 88

Sat Evening 92 14 106

Grand Total 170 62 232

Owing to a prior booking of a badminton match, stage setup will commence after 19th
January. JWW offered to help as did Mike and David if they were available on the chosen
date.  MT pointed out that he has a lot of work to do on the technical setup which may
preclude helping elsewhere, but there are lots of offers of assistance. IM to liaise with Clare
and Rick Illingworth.

There have been lots of offers of assistance with the bar.  See below. Two people will be
adequate for Thursday and Friday, with three people for the Saturday performances.

Day Ian Keith David Frank Steve
Thursday Eve √ √
Friday Eve √ √
Saturday pm √ √ √
Saturday Eve √ √ √

Film Club. There will be no film club in January. The next one is February 18th when IM will
be away. MT to decide whether he wants to run the film night, and if so select a film. IM will
advertise if the details are sent to him before the month-end.

Landmark.  Other Lives Productions (who put on a play last year) are keen to do another
one. 15thOctober is the suggested date for a production of a play called Landmark, again by
Nick Darke. All were in agreement and IM to confirm with OLP.

Badapple. It was pointed out by CR that there was some damage to the floor by this
company the last time they used the hall.  MT to procure some cable screens in an attempt
to avoid the problem. CR to contact Badapple to discuss and also to ask if they want any
advertising on the Whixley website. (Clare Jeffrey, 01423 331304).
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Any Other Business

Playground. Not discussed as VB not present.

Local Grants. IM to investigate whether a further grant would be available to us undr the
COVID continuation plans.

Back Store. IM had met with a builder contact who’s opinion was that the back store was
beyond economic repair and should be demolished and rebuilt.  His estimate of the likely
cost of such an action was “Over £200k” plus demolition costs. This is clearly not possible
without a substantial grant. CR to contact the builder used last year for the lobby area to get
an alternative view. MT was also asked to do the same with a contact of his.

Food Bank. IM reported that he had been approached by a resident asking of the VH would
be prepared to place a food bank box in reception where people could donate.  After a
discussion it was agreed that although the committee is happy to have a box, they are not
willing to be responsible for its management. IM to report back.

Parish Magazine advert.  It was agreed that we do not need to spend any more on this
advert and it will therefore be renewed as is. KT to organise renewal.

Long Term Heating plans. MT was keen to make sure that when drafting the longer term
development plans for the hall we must consider replacing the aging heating system with
something more efficient and eco-friendly.  That was agreed.

Queen’s Jubilee. In June this year the Queen will celebrate 60 years on the throne. After a
discussion it was agreed that we should get involved in organising a village function, ideally
in conjunction with the Parish Council. JWW and LF were keen to get involved. IM to
discuss with the PC and see if a small committee can be formed to define and organise a
joint event.

Next Meeting.  There being no other business the meeting closed at 9:45pm.  The next
meeting will be on 8th February 2022 in the Community Lounge at 7:30pm.
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